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Governor proclaimed state of siege, ordering censorship and
arrest of leaders stop.' The telegram concluded by giving
the names of leading functionaries and their attitude towards
the revolt.
Orders were issued for the arrest of the fifteen leaders of
the Free French movement, but fourteen of them were away
in the interior, organizing the broussards. The fifteenth—
a one-armed citizen named Francois Pere—was arrested
as he was haranguing a crowd, demanding a referendum.
He was handed over to a detachment of marines, and
marched down to be locked up on the sloop, which had now
come alongside the wharf with its guns trained on the town.
The arrest of Pere provoked something like a riot, and
•crowds marched down to the gun-boat demanding the
release of their compatriot.
Patrols of armed marines were marched through the
streets under the charge of young officers who made
themselves ridiculous, clicking their heels and shouting
'Order. Silence,' before any one had spoken, and ordering
their men to charge and clear the streets, where no people
had congregated. The poor showing of the gun-boat patrols,
caused the local garrison to be brought out. This had an even
worse effect—as far as the preservation of discipline was
concerned. Most of the troops were local youths who
weren't sure what everything was about, but when their own
people asked them if they were going to shoot at them, they
at first appeared somewhat shame-faced, and then gladly
fraternized with the crowd, and for the rest of the evening
they marched about together, linked arm in arm, with
Noumean citizens shouldering their rifles.
Back in the interior the fourteen leaders had been warned
by the postal employees that they would be arrested if they
attempted to enter Noumea. Barricades had been erected and
machine-gun nests prepared to bar the way of the broussards.
It was decided to leave the arms hidden in the bush at Paita
—32 kms. from Noumea—and bluff their way, unarmed,
past the barricades. The organizers In Noumea, no longer
•trusting the /telephone service, because of the activities of

